D·Prep Presents
DUI Checkpoints – Planning and Management

Preparing, Executing & Supervising a Successful Checkpoint

CERTIFICATION: POST Plan IV - 7290-20271-17002

TUITION: $129

DESCRIPTION: This course is an 8-hour POST certified curriculum designed to help officers and/or supervisors prepare, execute, and supervise a successful checkpoint.

TOPICS:
Preparing for the Checkpoint
Examining Your Local Records and Selection of Proper Locations
Conducting a Proper Site Survey
Assessing the Impact on Local Businesses and the Neighborhood
Determine the Type of Checkpoint (e.g. DUI or DUI/CDL) /
Determining the “Neutral Method” for Stopping Cars
Evaluating Expected Volume of Traffic
Using Volunteers or Chaplains / Using Your Crime Lab / Working with MADD /
Collecting and Communicating the Data
Case Law and Courtroom Testimony
This class may be eligible for reimbursement with OTS grant funds - please confirm with OTS.

If you have any questions, please contact: David Hargadon at davehargadon@dprep.com Phone: (530) 383-5999